Kit and ty

Katherine "Kit" Bailey is a local punk cowgirl that Ty dated for a while. She bathes in creeks and
is largely liked by everyone. She is a great barrel racer and used to hate Amy. Amy tried to help
Kit when her mare Daisy lost her foal. They were enemies, especially when Ty started dating Kit.
They seem to have found sturdy ground and are now friends. Kit is one of Caleb's friends from
when he was on the circuit. Kit is bathing down at the pond at Heartland when Ty rides past her.
They flirt and Ty continues on his way. Caleb invites Kit to Briar Ridge to get her to show Ashley
the ropes of barrel racing. After she shows Ashley how it's done she watches Ashley and tells
her she thinks she's real competition. Kit goes back to Heartland to see Caleb and walks in on
Ty and Mallory trying to help Spartan , she stays and helps out. Corporate Cowgirls Kit helps
coach Ashley with her barrel racing. Ashley is confused that she's coaching her competition but
Kit explains that for rodeo queen you need to have rodeo spirit and cheer on the other girls. At
the rodeo, Ashley has her run and then Kit goes and knocks a barrel. Ashley starts cheering at
the mistake Mrs Bell announces the winner of the rode queen competition, Kit being the winner.
When Brad goes to pay Ty tries to convince her to use this opportunity to run. She tells him that
she's happy too bump into him because he didn't call her after the rodeo. He tells her that he
doesn't have her number so she gives it to him and then leaves. After Brad disappears, Ty calls
Kit and they sit quietly in his truck. She tries to get him to talk and he instead wants to sit
quietly. They sit holding hands. Summer's End. After learning Paul Bailey, Kit's dad, had some
cows stolen. Ty goes to check on her and make sure she's ok. She tells him that they had 50
head stolen and is out checking fences to make sure no more get stolen, Ty tries to comfort her.
She gets jealous when she learns that he talked to Kit and not her. Kit asks if anything is going
on between her and Ty, she tells her that there isn't. Kit is helping Ty study and brings up that
she talked to Amy, leading to them kissing. Kit and Ty are happy playing around, she starts to
tease him about his hat. The next day, she drags him outside to give him a present, a new hat.
He defends his old hat because of the memories but she's adamant he should get used to his
new one. Kit later attends the wedding of Mackenzie and Ian as Ty's date, although witnesses a
few lingering looks between him and Amy. Ty and Kit study at Maggie's , she tries to get his
attention away from studying on a Saturday evening and asks him why he never finished High
School the first time. When he seems distracted she tells him that she likes Maths because
when you work at it you can always find an answer but Ty always leaves her with more
questions. Do or Die. Kit brings her uncles horse, Money , for Ty and Amy to re-home. She tells
Ty that he used to be a chuck wagon horse and he says he wants to get him vetted. They talk
about how excited they both are to be going to the rodeo this weekend and Kit announces Amy
and Caleb are going too, to Ty's surprise. When Kit runs into Ty and Scott in Maggie's Ty breaks
it to her that he can no longer go with her to the rodeo as he's promised Jack he'd help him.
She's annoyed as he promised her he'd go with her and finds it convenient that both he and
Amy have cancelled on the weekend and walks off. Dark Horse Ty and Kit both apologise to
each other for being jealous, and they make up. When Amy arrives with Spartan she
inadvertently interrupts and Kit heads out. Kit goes to visit Caleb at his trailer and he shows her
his sponsorship cheque from [Val Stanton Val]]. He tells her he's not sure he can accept it but
Kit tells him that Ashley's his friend so she'd want him to follow his dreams. The Ties That Bind
Ty and Kit are preparing horses for the trail ride when Lou runs in telling them they only need
two as it's one guest that's rented all the cabins. Kit's happy that they have more free time so
suggests she and Ty do something together, he tells her he was hoping to work with Harley
more and she tags along offering her help. She shows him her method of breaking a horse, she
ties a soft rope around Harley's neck and leg so he can't kick or walk off and they can do what
they want. Ty thinks it's cruel and Kit takes it personally that he's choosing Amy's method over
his and storms off. Ty sits nervously in the Loft looking at a picture of Amy on his phone when
Kit arrives. She apologises for leaving the other day and tries to kiss him but he backs away. He
struggles to find the right words and she jumps in realising he's breaking up with her. She
guesses it's because of Amy but he's adamant it isn't. He suggests they're better as friends but
she's angry at him for leading her on and leaves. Full Circle. Scott and Ty arrive at Kit's place, to
check out her mare in foal. As Scott checks her out, Ty tries to apologise and talk to Kit but she
shuts him down. Scott and Ty come back and tell her that Daisy 's foaling but the foal is in a bad
position. When Ty tries to reassure her she's impressed with his knowledge and he tells her
he's been accepted to two colleges, she's happy for him. Ty returns to Kit's to help with the
delivery, Kit's stressed and concerned as the foal's head and right leg is stuck. Scott tells her
that unfortunately the foal has gone and can't feel any movement, leaving Kit upset. Later, Ty
tells Kit that Daisy's ok but refuses to let them remove the foal as she keeps trying to protect it.
Scott tells them that he has a lead on an orphaned foal and leaves to pick it up. Scott and Ty
lead Merlin into the stall and all await nervously in the hope that Daisy will accept him. Kit gets
nervous and Scott tells her he'll leave bottle so that he doesn't starve. Ty agrees to stay and Kit

gets annoyed with his fake concern. He tells her he does care for her and she asks why he
didn't tell her the truth. He admits he didn't know but she tells him she knew before he did that
he was in love with Amy. Scott returns and they tell him Merlin hasn't nursed yet, he tells them
that in the old days he would have called Marion for help. Amy arrives and tells Kit how sorry
she is about her foal, she suggests Kit taking the blanket from the dead foal and rubbing it on
Merlin to transfer the smell. They all wait and after a while Daisy still won't let him nurse so
Scott and Ty go to make up a bottle. Kit thanks Amy and accidentally tells her about Ty getting
accepted to college, when they see Merlin nurse from Daisy they're both elated. Glory Days. Ty
finds Kit practicing and goes over to talk to her, it's a bit awkward at first as Kit mentions the
plane crash. Ty watches her run barrels and rushes over to her when she's thrown from her
horse. She tells Ty that Daisy hasn't been the same since she lost her foal. She's angry, mean to
the other mares and even tried to steal one of their foals. Ty suggests taking her to see Amy as
she'll be able to help, Kit's not convinced. Ty helps Kit unload Daisy at Heartland , she brings up
the plane crash and keeps asking questions until he answers, eventually he tells her that it
happened quickly but when he woke up he thought he was on a beach. Amy approaches and Ty
tells her he told Kit that she'd look at Daisy. After a few days of working with Daisy, Kit comes
by and is left offended when Amy suggests changing bit to take the pressure off. Kit storms off
and Ty tries to convince her that Amy's been making progress but still leaves. She returns to
pick up Daisy and is annoyed to see Amy riding her, Ty encourages her to watch. They head
over and see Amy riding Daisy, she drops the reins and Daisy runs freely around the barrels. Kit
begrudgingly thanks her for her help and leaves. The Reckoning. Kit arrives at Heartland to pick
up Daisy only to be told that she has strangles so cannot leave, she grabs a bag from her car
and insists on staying. He offers her a room in the house but she's determined to stay close to
Daisy. The next day, when Kit's with Daisy Ty offers her the Loft so she can get some sleep,
overheard by Amy who uncomfortably agrees she should take it. When Amy learns that Kit was
recently at a rodeo that announced an outbreak of strangles, she rushes to blame her for
causing it knowing Daisy could have been sick, affronted Kit storms off. The next day, Kit
returns and tells Ty that she did know but thought Daisy was fine so didn't say anything,
causing a frosty atmosphere between the pair after he stuck up for her with Amy. Kit returns
again to try and apologise to Amy, after Pegasus dies from strangles. Amy tells her to help out
while they are out on their memorial. Ty meets Kit when she is bathing at the pond at Heartland.
They begin talking and become friends quickly, spending more and more time together. After
his Dad disappears with Lou's money, he calls Kit to sit with when he's not sure how he feels
about it. When Kit helps him sign up to an online High School, they spend a lot of time studying
together. After Kit talks to Amy and is convinced that there's nothing going on between her and
Ty so they kiss. After Ty realises he feels stronger for Amy than Kit he attempts to break up with
her but she realises what he's doing and they break up leaving Kit angry and she storms out.
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Heartland , Season 3. Heartland , Season 4. Kit and Ty share a close friendship up until the end
of Queen of Air and Darkness and are frequently seen together. They are the "Sherlock" and
"Watson" of the Shadowhunters world, often embarking on quests together. In fact, they are
almost never seen apart. Kit is one of the only Shadowhunters with knowledge of autism due to
his time in the mundane world , so he can help Ty when no one else can. This results in them
sharing a very close bond. Due to Ty's point of view not being written in the books, it is
unknown what his true feelings for Kit are, whether they be purely platonic or romantic. Kit is
shown to worry about Ty's well-being frequently, and often thinks of him as "beautiful" or
"elegant". Other characters have thought of them as close, noting that they are good friends,
inseparable even. Dru even noted that Kit "meant so much to Ty". Ty is also one of the reasons
that Kit decided to become a Shadowhunter and remain at the Los Angeles Institute, until his
move to Devon with Tessa and Jem. Ty had snuck out of the house to follow Julian and Emma
while they were questioning Johnny Rook and ended up breaking into the basement where Kit
was. Thinking Kit might attack Julian and Emma, Ty attacked him first, holding a knife to his
throat and demanding answers. Kit was struck by how beautiful Ty was, especially his eyes.
Julian and Emma, upon hearing the noise, found the boys, and all three Shadowhunters were
forced to flee. Later, after his house was attacked by demons and his father was killed, Kit was
brought to the Los Angeles Institute where it was revealed that he was a Shadowhunter,
specifically a Herondale. Kit locked himself in his room at the Institute, not willing to accept his
Shadowhunter lineage. Ty waited and slept outside Kit's room, saying he was protecting him, in
case anything happened. This section is in need of major improvement. Please help improve
this article by editing it. During Lord of Shadows, Kit and Ty grew remarkably closer and
became good friends, starting from the moment that Ty found Kit in the kitchen sneaking

cookies. Along with Livia, Ty's twin sister, they often spied on Centurions together and went on
missions. Kit and Ty also shared many moments, perhaps most notably the following:.
Throughout the book, Kit made continuous references to Ty's behavior, noting that most people
didn't understand him, feeling protective of him, and describing his appearance in as noted by
fans of the ship oddly poetic ways. Kit and Ty's relationship developed phenomenally in the
final book of The Dark Artifices. At this point, Kit appeared to at least have a crush on Ty, and
their relationship was further implied to be romantic due to the many posts about them on
Cassandra Clare's official Tumblr, and the fact that neither of them were straight, said by Clare
in an interview. Kit was shown to be incredibly worried about Ty after Livvy's death and sat with
him while the other slept, not leaving his side. When Ty proposed a plan to raise Livvy from the
dead, Kit was uneasy to do so but agreed due to worrying that Ty would shatter completely if he
didn't. There were many hints in the book which further canonized Kit's feelings such as his
heart turning over whenever he looked at Ty, which was often, or saying things that he liked
about him as well as signs that Ty may have romantic feelings for Kit i. Ty became slightly
distant to all others including his family but trusted Kit without a second thought. During the
process of collecting the needed materials for the necromancy, Kit continually thought to
himself that it was wrong and it needed to be stopped, as Livvy may come back with a warped
personality and end up like Annabel. He did not say anything, however, for fear that Ty would
hate him, and instead settled for hoping that they would fail to find the final ingredient an object
from another dimension. When they did not and began the process of actually resurrecting
Livvy, Kit quickly realized that this was his last chance to stop Ty and begged him to stop. It
was at this moment that he officially declared his feelings for him "I love you, Ty. I love you. Ty
was shocked by his declaration, but nevertheless proceeded with the ritual - however, due to
having a corrupted catalyst, Livvy was not fully brought back and returned instead as a ghost
who seemed to barely remember Kit referring to him as "Herondale" in a very aloof manner. Ty
told Livvy that there was " nothing if you're not there" and broke down crying when she
vanished. Kit, who usually would have attempted to comfort him, was so stunned and hurt that
he meant "nothing" to Ty that he could not. After the ritual, Kit became much more distant and
seemingly depressed as noted by other characters but returned Livvy's locket which they had
used for the ritual to Ty. As he took the necklace, Ty began to say something "I thought that it
would be -". This could have led to a discussion about Kit's confession, but the two were
interrupted by a crunching noise in the woods. Prior to the big battle, Kit and Ty were chained to
a tree by Magnus in order to prevent them from joining and fighting, as they were too young to
fight. Kit revealed that he was angry at Ty, which prompted the other to say angrily that he
thought Kit cared but he really didn't. This made the situation worse due to Kit being humiliated
still from his confession. He told Ty that he only cared about himself and that he wished he'd
never known him. Ty cried, though it is unknown whether this is from him being hurt by Kit's
remark or because Livvy's resurrection was not successful. They were interrupted again, this
time by Livvy's ghost, who freed both of them. Not long after, Kit was dragged off by Emma.
This was the last time he and Ty were seen together in the series. After Kit made the Riders'
steeds disappear due to magic from his faerie blood, he became under the impression he was
dying and thought, "Tell Ty -" as his "last thoughts" before he passed out and was taken to the
Silent City. He then agreed to move to Devon with Tessa and Jem when Tessa asked, making an
excuse that it was because he didn't want to put the Blackthorns in danger. Really, he was
thinking it would not make any sense for him to stay after he'd spent all his time with Ty due to
him supposedly not meaning anything to Ty. He didn't know the rest of the Blackthorns save
Dru very well and knew he would feel like an idiot seeing Ty every day. Ty, at one point, was
shown to be wondering where Kit was and asking to say goodbye to him before Magnus
explained to him the severity of what he'd done in resurrecting Livvy. Before leaving, Kit saw Ty
on the beach as a sort of final goodbye requested by him, deciding to remember him happy and
smiling. Jem and Tessa seemed deeply sympathetic, and it was said that Tessa looked at Kit as
if she knew more than what he'd told her. Kit and Ty along with Dru are going to be the main
protagonists of the trilogy "The Wicked Powers", the first book of which will be published
sometime in According to Clare, as of now it will be the last of the Shadowhunter books,
chronologically and likely in publication. The Wicked Powers will likely explore Kit's heritage,
the consequences of the ritual the two of them performed, and their relationship. She notices
that though Ty writes letters to every one of their family, he never writes to Kit, and during a
conversation with Kit, he never once mentions Ty. As much as Ty missed him. Kit seems to be
happy, and the only mention of his love for Ty is when he sees a tall boy with black hair and
headphones and freezes until he turns around and it is revealed that the boy is not Ty. Jem
immediately becomes careful not to upset Kit, aware that he is still fragile in areas of life
concerning Ty, even though he seems to be whole. They loved and suffered as if they would

burn away with the sheer force of their own fire. Shipping between the two began immediately
after the release of Lady Midnight, despite there being very few interactions between them. They
became the dominant pairing in the fandom. Fans were hoping for more interaction between the
two in future novels. On AO3 it is the most written ship for both characters. It is also the most
written ship in The Dark Artifices tag. As of late December , they have just over works. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. This article has information that
is either grammatically incorrect, or inaccurate. Please help Shipping Wiki by rewriting it.
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Remember Me. Jaime Rosales was not okay. He was flustered and speechless. This boy, no,
man was thought to be dead and here he is, standing in front of Jaime, an easy grin on his
gorgeous face and a sword in his hand. Four years since Jaime last caught a glimpse the blue
eyed Herondale, and two years since he presumably died. But when an old friend turns up,
Jaime and the others must decide whether to betray their families and save the world, or leave
the cause of their issues to fend for himself. The Shapeshifter or Pan-Gaians, are the oldest of
Downworlder races, Having lived even before demoniac diseases created the first werewolves
and vampires were created, and the counterpart of the fey despite their more, Pagan origin.
Hunted down by angels, demons , Downworlder, and Shadowhunter for their gifts, blood,
powers, and other things. Staying mostly hidden from the Shadow world for years, the
Shapeshifters stayed hidden in their groves, some would venture as scouts to see what was
going on. Before the first uprising by Valentine, A group of Shadowhunter came to forest, and
tried to destroy the race. The earth tries to save some of the people, but it looks too late. The
Shifters are split in half, half inside the groves, half outside the barrier created. Years later,
Susanna's daughter, Ayala, is called by a mysterious voice, leading her to head to one of groves
at the tip of Seneca lake, truths will be revealed, things will be learned by Ayala, her brothers,
and two friends. This leads him to "Blackthorn Detective Agency", a place known by its good at
solving mysteries owner - Sherlock Holmes. It should have been just a job and nothing more.
But Kit doesn't expect Ty Blackthorn to be so captivating, the job so fascinating and mysteries so addictive. Which is a problem for him because once he has enough money he will quit.
Because everything is about the money Kit reflects on his life and his sexual orientation. I
guess this is kind of a character study peice but also partly headcanon. Kit spent the majority of
his life prepared to leave at any moment. Now, having to constantly move between Institutes,
unable to stay longer than a couple of months, he wishes he could just stop and finally unpack
his suitcase. When he moves into the LA Institute temporarily, he is forced to confront all of his
past mistakes as well as what he has been trying to outrun for so long. Kit vaguely wonders
whether Ty can also see any differences in him or whether he is still the same scared and angry
boy who thought running away from his problems was the same as solving them. Mucho puede
cambiar en ese momento, sin embargo, mucho puede permanecer igual. Life has never been
easy for Kit Herondale. Ever since he was a young boy, he knew there was something more.
Magic was real and it was beautiful, but also dark. It was an uncharted territory he could never
even hope to understand. Fate, however, seems determined to make him understand. Pushed
into a new adventure with old friends, old enemies and an old maybe lover, he will have to
uncover a secret hidden for centuries. This is Ty's pov from the kitty meeting in LM. Btw I reread
that scene for accuracy and I was not emotionally or mentally prepared for that. Kit had his life
together, a future, friends, and a family. Everything was fine if he just ignored that whole "First
Heir" thing. Ty was doing just fine the past three years, preparing to take on the Scholomance,
his life long dream. Everything was fine if he could look past what was happening with his
sister's ghost these days. Everything was fine until they meet again three years later, and
suddenly they find themselves having to deal with the deadly consequences of that night three
years ago. Consequences neither one of them are willing to pay. Meanwhile, Forces are
gathering just out of sight and an unusual alliance is formed that will threaten all of the Shadow
World. After Tessa tells Kit to write to Ty, he does, knowing he won't ever send it. He would
never want Ty to see what he's written. There are times Kit believes one can be too truthful, and
he is sure this is one of them. In which Kit accidentally comes out to his sort of parents, and
one of them has an epiphany of their own. Five times Ty asked Kit a question but it really isn't
just a question and more of a confession and one time Ty gave Kit an answer even though Kit
didn't ask him a question. The first scene was inspired by 'i loved you before we even came into
the world' by Lihgtwood, I highly recommend their work! This is just Angst! Top of Work Index.
Main Content While we've done our best to make the core functionality of this site accessible
without javascript, it will work better with it enabled. Get an Invitation. I imagine a black cat
because nobody else wanted them due to the superstition so Kit was like "yes we are a family of

outcasts this is perfect. After the end of TWP I could have a book in the future with the
characters left, TWP goes on in then the epilogue book went on some 10 years later, like the
books that are only short stories, each story a couple or personagque stayed alive. Hello my
lovely friends : the next update for the Kitty Tangled AU is almost done! If you want to be tagged
in the next chapter s please let me know, and if you have any problems grammar or storywise
now is the time to tell me. And tape on fabric. The sound it makes makes him cringe. Not me
projecting again, whoops. We are the same person I swear and yeah I approve these
headcannons. I headcannon Ty cutting the tags off of everything and getting Kit to help him
when they get together. Also Ty imprinting on a particular fern because it's all lopsi
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ded and no one else wants it so he feels a sense of kinship with it and takes it home. Ty also
chews on and sucks the ends of his pens and pencils and the caps on his highlighters when
he's stressed or thinking and Kit gets vv distracted by this. Jaime Rosales was not okay. He
was flustered and speechless. This boy, no, man was thought to be dead and here he is,
standing in front of Jaime, an easy grin on his gorgeous face and a sword in his hand. Four
years since Jaime last caught a glimpse the blue eyed Herondale, and two years since he
presumably died. But when an old friend turns up, Jaime and the others must decide whether to
betray their families and save the world, or leave the cause of their issues to fend for himself.
No he's no monster and he certainly isn't damned, because everyone calls me an angel and I
love him. Hey guys! Recent Top. Kitty with a kitty. That would be amazing. And Jaime, well
Jaime punched him in the face. I perceive it as Ty's pov but it works either way.

